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Income and Earnings Disclaimer:  

  

You and you alone, are solely responsible for any income you make or fail to make. This eBook 

makes no promises of realized income. You recognize and agree that the author and publisher have made 

no implications, warranties, promises, suggestions, projections, representations or guarantees whatsoever 

to you about future prospects or earnings, or that you will earn any money, with respect to your purchase 

and/or possession of this eBook, and that the author and publisher have not authorized any such 

projections, promises or representations by others.   

Any earnings or income statements, or any earnings or income examples, are only for illustration 

and informational purposes; they are not estimates of what you could earn. There is no assurance you will 

do as well as stated in any examples. If you rely upon any figures provided herein, you must accept the 

entire risk of not doing as well as the information provided.   

There is no assurance that any prior successes or past results as to earnings or income will apply in 

your situation, nor can any prior successes be used, as an indication of your future success or results from 

any of the information, content, or strategies contained herein this eBook. Any and all claims or 

representations as to income or earnings are not to be considered as “average earnings.”   

Affiliate Disclaimer Per the Federal Trade Commission’s recent policy update that requests we be 

transparent about any and all affiliate relations we may have in this eBook, you, the visitor or customer, 

should assume that any and all links in this eBook are affiliate links. If you utilize these links and visit the 

resulting site, a cookie may be set in your web browser that will cause us to receive compensation if you 

make a purchase.  

  

Your Usage Rights:  

You do NOT have any resell / reprint / distribution rights to this guide.  
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Foreword (2019 update for the FINAL version 1.6) 

I launched this guide in March of 2018. It is now the end of September 2019. I’ve been selling this guide for 

one and a half years, and it’s finally time to release it for free. 

Why you ask? 

The sales are declining and I’ve made plenty of money with it and had A LOT of sales. How many? See for 

yourself: 

 

And that’s only from my website. It’s not including sales from Warrior Forum and some other sites. 

Since the method has been bought by so many people, some niches that I wrote about in this book are 

now very competitive or even destroyed. But it doesn’t mean that you can’t make money with this 

method. Actually you can make a lot of money, just by twisting my method and by promoting new 

interesting offers and thinking out of the box. Just read this case study on how a BHW member W White 

made $700+ in 12 hours with ClickBank + Reddit. 

So you see, you just have to find the right affiliate program, dropshipping product, etc, and you can start 

making money! 

TIPS for 2019 and upwards: 

Tor Browser: 

In this guide I talk a lot on how to use Tor Browser for this method, but in 2019 I say DON’T! Forget about 

it! 

https://www.blackhatworld.com/seo/gold-method-how-i-made-700-in-12-hours-with-clickbank-reddit-and-how-you-can-do-it-too.1111226/
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Because of how successful this method was, so many people abused Reddit with Tor Browser, which made 

Reddit admins ban many Tor IP’s. Nowadays, sometimes even brand new account without history get 

shadowbanned just by logging in from Tor Browser. DO NOT USE IT anymore! 

What are the alternatives? 

Either buy proxies OR get a VPN! I suggest NordVPN as it’s the leader in the VPN market and it works 

great. 

I myself use a VPN, as proxies are too much of a hassle. 

Niches: 

Forget about Gaming niche. It was my favorite niche, which made me the most money, but because of this 

book it’s become almost impossible to promote on Reddit. Almost all gaming-related subreddits are aware 

of this method and ban all the users right away. And the users themselves report the osts and downvote 

them.  

All other niches – go ahead! 

 

Important! 

Everything after the FOREWORD remains unchaged as it was for the people who bought the book for 

money, so that you – THE NEW READER, can see what the fuss was all about when I launched the book. 

I hope that my book will inspire you to earn a lot of money on the internet! 

Take Care! 

  

https://mrwebcapitalist.com/recommends/proxies/
https://mrwebcapitalist.com/recommends/nordvpn/
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Introduction - About me 

In 2016 I was just like the majority, without real success in IM. I had some social accounts that didn’t bring 

me any money and that’s it. At the time I had a Twitter account that posted deals. My inspiration was Kinja 

Deals. I thought if they can make so much money, then I could do too, because I could post the same deals 

as they, I just needed followers. That was the hard part. At this moment I’ve been lurking Reddit for about 

7 years. I never posted anything there, just lurked there every day for countless of hours. In one ordinary 

day in October 2016 I had an idea that I could try to get some followers to my Twitter account by posting 

some good gaming deal to Reddit. That day orders started coming in. I got few dozen orders through 

Amazon, all thanks to Reddit. My post got upvoted, people were very interested in the deal, they were fans 

of the game I was promoting, it was like a match made in heaven.  

I realized I’ve hit the Jackpot. 

From that day I started to post as much deals I could find to the appropriate subreddits and made a lot of 

money. And the rest is history.  

There hasn’t been a day since without any sales. NONE. 

Since the start of my journey I’ve encountered so many problems: account bans, IP bans, URL bans, 

deleting my posts, creation of accounts, how to save time and so much more. And I’ve mastered them all. I 

made my method so effective, that it shocks me, that no one else is doing it, besides me. Probably others 

too have tried and encountered many of the problems I did and left Reddit alone. Well I’m glad they’ve 

given up, because I dominated this niche entirely by myself till now. And if you think that you’ve seen 

someone do this on Reddit, then trust me, it was me with one of my accounts. 

In this guide I’ll tell you everything I know, and how to make your money back in the first days. You don’t 

need to have a following. You don’t need to invest any money. I won’t upsell you anything, and won’t 

make you buy any products, or make you use any software that I get commissions of. I wrote this guide 

purely because thanks to the money Reddit has made me, I’ve invested in other businesses and I have no 

time to do this Full Time. It would be such a waste if this knowledge would stay unused. 

I know this guide may seem pricey, but it is like that for a reason, to keep the competition low. I will even 

spoon-feed you with real examples of my past work and every niche that has worked for me. Besides, this 

is never-before seen knowledge.  

Know-how = $$$. 
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Earnings 

For the first ~10 months I used Amazon exclusively as the only affiliate program I use. Then I started using 

NordVPN, GameStop, Best Buy, Humble Bundle, Udemy and others. 

I’ll let the pictures speak for themselves. 

Amazon earnings October – December 2016 (when I started). 

 

Amazon earnings 2017. 
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NordVPN 2017. 

 

GameStop, Best Buy, Udemy – January to February 2018 
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Humble Bundle October 2017 – February 2018. 

 

As you can see in the pictures, as time went by I started looking for more things to promote. The 

possibilities are endless.  

If Redditors are passionate about something, then they will all be joined in the 

subreddit for that niche. 

Let that thought sink in for a bit! When I realized that Reddit is full of fans in thousands of niches, it made 

everything simple. There’s a subreddit for everything. Think of a thing, skill, TV show or whatever, and 

you’ll know that there are people who are interested in that, and they all will be talking about that in the 

subreddit.  

If you give people what they want, they will gladly seize the opportunity to buy 

that product. If the product is on sale, even better!  
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Subreddits / Niches 

This is where the daily deals come in. I highly recommend posting deals of any kind. Why? Because PEOPLE 

LOVE DEALS. Deals are a Big thing. They’re NEWS. People upvote news. Deals don’t come so often, that’s 

why people use the opportunity to save money, when you give them a chance to do so. All you have to do 

is let them know that there’s a deal on the product they love. They will thank you in two ways: 

1) They will upvote your contribution, because it helps them to save money, and keeps them 

informed. 

2) They will buy stuff through your affiliate links which will get you $$$. And even if they don’t buy the 

product you promote, that’s still a Win. Know why? Because Amazon is such a powerhouse. 

Everyone in US uses Amazon. That means you made them go to Amazon with your affiliate link, and 

they will have your cookies saved for 24 hours.  

Did you know that only 30% of revenue comes from the products I promote? The rest comes from other 

products that people buy on Amazon, because: 

1) They get distracted by other products when I make them go to Amazon. 

2) They were going to buy something anyway from Amazon, because they’re regular clients of 

Amazon. Only this time you get a cut, for making them go to Amazon with your link. 

3) They buy more than 1 product. 

So, what can you promote?  

Anything! Just think of something, that people are passionate about, and you’ll know you are onto 

something. But truthfully, I’m going to reveal you all the niches that made me all this money!  

 Video games. Gamers are crazy. They buy games every month. They play them a lot. They talk 

about them like no other. And if there’s a deal, they hop on it like crazy. 

 TV Shows. Think of a TV show, and there will be fans for it. Heck, there will be a subreddit about it. 

People love to buy DVD’s & Blu-ray’s. New Season coming out? Promote it! There’s a deal on Blu-

ray? Promote it! Collector’s Edition? Promote it! Memorabilia related to the show? Promote it! 

 Movies that have a large following. Series like Star Wars, Star Trek, Marvel Cinematic Universe, 

Twilight etc. Movies that are Legendary masterpieces (mostly Sci-fi) like Terminator, Blade Runner, 

Back to the Future etc. All these have Blu-rays, collectors editions, memorabilia. 

 Cartoons & Anime. Same as above.  

 Courses. You can sell courses to just about anyone. People have so many interests. Which are the 

best? Here are some examples: Programming (there are too many programming languages to 

learn), personal development, software, photography, health and fitness, music and so much more. 
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 Sex. Reddit has so many NSFW subreddits. You can try niches like Swingers, BDSM, Skinny girls, 

Large girls, Dildos etc. I personally had the most success with Swingers & BDSM.  

 Board games. Lots of games. So many fans. 

 Dungeons & Dragons. So many geeks out there. 

 Toys. Does word Lego ring a bell? How about Funko Pop? They make toys in every popular niche 

like Game of Thrones, Star Wars, Avengers and many others. How about Amiibos, Skylanders, 

Disney Infinity? You can promote them all.  

 Books. People read a lot. There are subreddits for almost every major book series. 

 Music. Musicians have the biggest fans. They love all memorabilia, albums, vinyl, autobiographies 

and more. 

 Sports. There’s a subreddit for almost any sports team on the planet. Fans buy everything that’s 

related to their beloved team. 

 Comics & manga. Most of the comic heroes or manga’s have their own subreddits. 

 Cryptocurrency. People who are interested in this niche, already have invested in cryptocurrencies, 

and they always want to learn more about them as courses, books or some other deals that you 

can find. 

 Anything that has a subreddit. I’ve even promoted gardening tools, electronics, mattresses, clothes 

and many more. 

For all the popular subreddits and even the less popular ones you can check out RedditList.com. It has a list 

of 5000 of the largest subreddits. You can get your ideas right on that list.  

How large subreddit is too large to post, and which is too small to care about? 

I post in subreddits that has no less than 1000 subscribers. Less than that means that the subreddit is not 

very active, and the people in that niche are not very passionate. You can pass on Subreddits that have 

over 1 million subscribers, because the large subreddits have many mods, and it’s very hard to slip past 

them. Even if your post sticks, it’s not for a long time. 

The largest subreddits that I had luck with and I made a lot of money with are: 

 /r/GameOfThrones – Game of Thrones (over 1,2M subscribers) 

 /r/PS4 – PlayStation 4 (over 770K subscribers) 

 /r/XboxOne – Xbox One (over 650K subscribers) 

 /r/NintendoSwitch – Nintendo Switch (over 500K subscribers) 

 /r/Overwatch – Overwatch (over 1,1M subscribers) 

 /r/WOW – World of Warcraft (over 500K subscribers) 

 /r/anime – Anime (Over 630K subscribers) 

http://redditlist.com/
https://www.reddit.com/r/gameofthrones/
https://www.reddit.com/r/PS4/
https://www.reddit.com/r/xboxone/
https://www.reddit.com/r/NintendoSwitch/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Overwatch/
https://www.reddit.com/r/wow/
https://www.reddit.com/r/anime/
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 /r/starcraft – StarCraft (over 200K subscribers) 

 /r/RickAndMorty – Rick and Morty (over 700K subscribers) 

 /r/programming – Programming (over 950K subscribers) 

 /r/BitCoin – BitCoin (over 750K subscribers) 

 /r/3DS – Nintendo 3DS (over 200K subscribers) 

 /r/Horror – Horror movies (over 280K subscribers) 

 /r/comics – Comics (over 850K subscribers) 

 /r/Frugal – Frugal living (over 830K subscribers) 

 /r/Hearthstone – Hearthstone (over 640K subscribers) 

 /r/Minecraft – Minecraft (over 560K subscribers) 

 /r/DestinyTheGame – Destiny video game (over 500K subscribers) 

 /r/harrypotter – Harry Potter (over 390K subscribers) 

 /r/Rainbow6 – Rainbow Six video game (over 300K subscribers) 

And many more. There are many 100K to 300K subreddits that made me great deal of money.  

ATTENTION! These subreddits have many mods and it’s hard to slip under the radar. Sometimes your post 

will get taken down in 1 hour, sometimes in 24 hours. Sometimes it doesn’t get taken down. But even 3-5 

hours on a subreddit on this scale can bring massive traffic. 

Do NOT promote on these following subreddits as your posts will be taken down instantly!  

 Any subreddit over 1 million subscribers 

 Any deals subreddit (they are very anti-affiliate; all links mums be clean to submit deals) 

 r/Deals 

 r/GameDeals 

 r/ConsoleDeals 

 r/PS4Deals 

 r/GreatXboxDeals 

 r/3DSdeals 

 r/BoardgameDeals 

 r/GameDealsUK 

 r/BuildaPCSales 

 r/BAPCSalesCanada 

Now that we know what we can promote, we need to learn where to find great deals. 

  

https://www.reddit.com/r/starcraft/
https://www.reddit.com/r/rickandmorty/
https://www.reddit.com/r/programming/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Bitcoin/
https://www.reddit.com/r/3DS/
https://www.reddit.com/r/horror/
https://www.reddit.com/r/comics/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Frugal/
https://www.reddit.com/r/hearthstone/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Minecraft/
https://www.reddit.com/r/DestinyTheGame/
https://www.reddit.com/r/harrypotter/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Rainbow6/
https://www.reddit.com/r/deals/
https://www.reddit.com/r/GameDeals/
https://www.reddit.com/r/consoledeals/
https://www.reddit.com/r/PS4Deals/
https://www.reddit.com/r/GreatXboxDeals/
https://www.reddit.com/r/3DSdeals/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Boardgamedeals/
https://www.reddit.com/r/GameDealsUK/
https://www.reddit.com/r/buildapcsales/
https://www.reddit.com/r/bapcsalescanada/
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Amazon Associates account creation 

!!! SKIP THIS STEP IF YOU ALREADY HAVE AN AMAZON ASSOCIATES ACCOUNT! 

!!! Amazon is not the only affiliate program I suggest. It’s just the largest and most popular one, so I’ll go 

into details about it. 

Since many of you who bought the guide has asked on how to create an account and get accepted into the 

Amazon Associates program, I’ve updated this guide with the key elements. Recently Amazon has become 

increasingly more difficult to become accepted into their affiliate program. 

You should sign up for Amazon U.S. Associate Program (because most of the Reddit users are from US). If 

you are from US or Canada you won’t have any problems with the application because you have the 

US/Canada mobile phone number for verification. For other countries this might be a problem.  

I suggest using Dingtone app for US phone number. Once you’ve installed the app on your phone, go to the 

section called “Numbers”. Choose a United States number. It will cost you $1.99. Enter this number in the 

Amazon Associates application and you will receive a phone call to your phone with the instruction to 

enter the PIN that you see on your desktop. Once you’ve entered the PIN on your mobile phone, you will 

be verified and your application will have concluded. 

Website Used in Application 

When deciding which website to use for the initial registration you should have at least one of the 

following: 

1) Any website 

2) Active social media pages, like: YouTube channel, Instagram page, Facebook page, Twitter account, 

Tumblr page, etc.  

I suggest going for the website. Make sure that you make your first 3 sales from your website, because 

after first 3 sales Amazon team is going to check your website for the ultimate approval. After that, you can 

use whatever source you want, and be sure to add your Twitter account to the list of websites that you 

own in Amazon Associates panel. 

If you don’t have a website, you can try your luck with social media pages. If you don’t have many 

followers, you should buy some fake followers to make it look more legit. I suggest using Instant Fans.  

If you don’t have those either and you don’t want to spend any more money, you can make a free Blogger 

page or free Wordpress blog. And apply with it. 

 

https://affiliate-program.amazon.com/
https://www.dingtone.me/phone-number.html
https://instant-fans.com/
https://www.blogger.com/
https://wordpress.com/create-blog/
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Payment options 

US citizens can get a direct deposit to bank. What should affiliates from other countries do? Don’t be like 

me and use the “Pay by check option”. It has large commissions from Amazon and from the Bank you’re 

going to withdraw the money from. And it is going to take a lot of time. For example:  

Amazon pays out money every month after 2 months from the moment you got the commission. So when 

you start you would need to wait 2 months for the first check to be sent out. The check is going to come to 

you by mail in 1 – 4 weeks (depending on where you live and how the post works). I’ve had both variants. 

Then you would need to go to bank, and cash in the check. It would take bank up to 45 days to actually give 

you the money, since they would need to physically transfer the money from US to your country. So, it 

takes a lot of time.  

What’s the alternative? Payoneer. 

Payoneer is a service like Paypal that can be used to send & receive payment. What is unique about them is 

that Payoneer lets you have a U.S. & Euro bank routing number that can be used to receive payment from 

various services. 

Once your account is activated or if you already have an active Payoneer account, login to the Payoneer 

dashboard.  Click on Receive -> Global payment service & the next page you will get USD receiving account 

(ACH) information. This is how the page would look like: 

https://www.payoneer.com/
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Now login to your Amazon U.S. affiliate dashboard & click on account settings > Change Payment Method 

& here you need to enter the details of your U.S. account from Payoneer. 

Select the option which says “Pay me by direct deposit (United States Based Associates Only)” & enter the 

details. You can use below screenshot for the reference: 

 

Click on Submit & that’s it. You need to ensure that you have filled out tax information which is mandatory 

to receive payment. 

Other Affiliate programs 

Amazon isn’t the only Affiliate program that you can use. As I already said in the beginning, I earn with 

various affiliate programs, and I believe it’s possible to earn with almost any product/offer on Reddit. 

Here’s a list of other affiliate programs/networks that I’ve promoted with success: 

 Humble Bundle 

 NordVPN 

https://ej.uz/hvom
https://ej.uz/5uhs
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 Kasidie 

 CrakRevenue 

 Shopify 

 GameStop 

 Best buy 

 eBay 

 CD keys 

 Udemy 

 Rakuten 

 Awin 

 Warrior Plus 

 ClickBank 

Not enough? Here’s a list I made: 20 Highest Paying Online Marketing Affiliate Programs 2018 

https://ej.uz/r3vn
https://ej.uz/fiqi
https://ej.uz/tzxk
https://www.gamestop.com/gs/help/affiliate.aspx
https://www.bestbuy.com/site/clp/best-buy-affiliate-program/pcmcat198500050002.c?id=pcmcat198500050002
https://partnernetwork.ebay.com/
https://www.cdkeys.com/affiliate-program
https://www.udemy.com/affiliate/
https://rakutenmarketing.com/affiliate
https://www.awin.com/
https://warriorplus.com/
https://www.clickbank.com/
https://mrwebcapitalist.com/20-highest-paying-online-marketing-affiliate-programs-2018/
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Finding Deals 

As an Amazon fan, I will show you where I get the most deals for Amazon. Also, I’ll give you some websites 

where to look for deals. 

Keepa 

There is this amazing website called Keepa.com. It tracks price of all the products on Amazon, and you can 

see the historical price on any product on Amazon. At Keepa there is a section called “DEALS”. Here you 

can browse all the main categories and see the products that have dropped in price in the last day. 

The categories that I most like keeping an eye for are: 

 Movies & TV 

 CD’s & Vinyl 

 Books 

 Electronics 

 Software 

 Toys & Games 

 Video Games 

These are the categories in which the people are most passionate about these products. Check this website 

every day. There hasn’t been a day where I don’t find a deal to promote. 

There’s also a Keepa Browser Extension. With it enabled you can go to any product page on Amazon and 

see the historical price of any product. It helps a lot to see if the deal is real or not (sometimes the sellers 

put something like 50% off, when actually it is the products normal price which you can see by looking at 

historical price). I highly suggest that you install this extension, as it will help you a lot. 

For example, here’s the historical price on Destiny 2 (PS4 version). 

 

As you can see at the time of the image Destiny 2 had its lowest historical price of $16,28. 

https://keepa.com/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/keepa-amazon-price-tracke/neebplgakaahbhdphmkckjjcegoiijjo
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Twitter List 

Make a Twitter list that consists of users that post deals. When you’ll open the list, you’ll see a ton of deals 

every day. 

Users to follow: 

 @KinjaDeals 

 @IGNDeals 

 @videogamedeals 

 @GeekDailyDeal 

 @Wario64 

 @FatKidDeals 

 

Other sources 

 Subreddit /r/GameDeals 

 Deals.Kinja.com 

 Gold Box Deals at Amazon 

 “Movers & Shakers” at Amazon in categories like Movies & Video games 

Next, we need to learn how to promote these deals.  

  

https://twitter.com/kinjadeals
https://twitter.com/igndeals
https://twitter.com/videogamedeals
https://twitter.com/geekdailydeal
https://twitter.com/wario64
https://twitter.com/fatkiddeals
https://www.reddit.com/r/GameDeals/
https://deals.kinja.com/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/goldbox/ref=gbps_ftr_s-3_bb19_dls_UPCM?gb_f_GB-SUPPLE=sortOrder:BY_SCORE,enforcedCategories:2625373011%252C468642,dealStates:UPCOMING&pf_rd_p=41fd713f-6bfe-4299-a021-d2b94872bb19&pf_rd_s=slot-3&pf_rd_t=701&pf_rd_i=gb_main&pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_r=F59B8KDBM5H5N3F14XP4
https://www.amazon.com/gp/movers-and-shakers/movies-tv/ref=zg_bs_tab_t_bsms
https://www.amazon.com/gp/movers-and-shakers/videogames/ref=zg_bs_tab_t_bsms
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Twitter 

I already mentioned I use Twitter for this method. Why Twitter? Because Reddit allows Twitter links to be 

promoted on Reddit. People often link to a celebrity tweet, or for some news that are made through 

tweets. Often about movies, musicians, TV shows, sports events/news and so on. 

Can Reddit ban certain twitter user URL’s? Sure. But you really need to piss them off. But here’s the best 

part. Something that I didn’t know when I started. 

You can change your Twitter username in the settings and it changes the URL.  

It means you can use the same twitter account forever, just by changing the username. I didn’t know this, 

and when after about 9 months I got my Twitter URL banned I thought that my days are over, because I 

had a pretty large following, good account, and now I couldn’t post anything to Reddit. Only later I found 

out that you can change URL’s and it will trick Reddit’s algorithm.  

I made another brand-new Twitter account. Started posting on Reddit without any followers. The account 

was garbage. You know what I learned? 

People on Reddit don’t care about your Twitter account! They just want to get to 

the Deal you’ve posted! 

I got as many purchases as before with a shitty account that has no followers. I even received new 

followers from Reddit. Only when I got this accounts URL banned, I learned that I can switch the URL and 

trick Reddit. I felt unbeatable. 
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Here’s how you can change the Twitter URL: 

 

1) Click on you Profile Icon on top right corner 

2) Click “Settings and Privacy” 

3) Rewrite your username in the text field.  

4) Press SAVE! 

The power of Reddit 

Here’s some proof on how big the power of Reddit is. Every tweet is one Reddit post. Just look at the Link 

Clicks and Impressions. 
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Monthly impressions. Of course, it all depends on how much you post, but as you can see I gathered about 

1 million impressions on average. 
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Using Tor Browser 

Download Tor Browser: https://www.torproject.org/projects/torbrowser.html.en 

Why do you need Tor? With a touch of a button you can change you IP address. This will come in handy, 

when you are posting links to Reddit with different users, since a Reddit user can post only once every 10 

minutes.  

With this method you can make new reddit account once every minute. Nice isn’t it? If you are going to 

make accounts the old-fashioned way without changing the IP, here’s what’s going to happen. 

1) You can make only 1 account once every 10 minutes 

2) When they’re going to ban your IP (and they will for spamming sooner or later) they are going to 

ban all the users that you’ve made through this IP, even if you haven’t even posted anything with 

those accounts. Trust me, I know this the hard way. That’s why you must use Tor and none of the 

other accounts you’ve made won’t get banned.  

 

Reddit account creation with Tor Browser – Step by Step Guide 

1) Open Tor Browser 

 

https://www.torproject.org/projects/torbrowser.html.en
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2) Go to Reddit.com. Press "Sign Up". 
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3) Enter e-mail address. This e-mail doesn’t have to be real, it doesn’t even have to exist, because you 

don’t need to confirm it to use Reddit. Before @gmail.com use the username, you are going to use.  
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4) Enter the desired username. I always use the same password for all my accounts, that way I can switch 

them real fast, without looking up for the password for each account. After you’ve entered username & 

password press "I'm not a Robot". Recognize the pictures. Press Submit. 
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5) In this window scroll down and just press SIGN UP 
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6) That’s it, you’re done! I usually click the mail icon and read the message, so that it seems that you are 

using this account (to trick Reddit into thinking this is a real person’s account).  
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7) Next you want to press the “3 stripes” icon on the top right corner of the browser, choose “New 

Identity”. The Tor Browser now will restart with a new IP address. 

 

 

8) Repeat steps 2 to 8, till you have enough accounts. 

 

PS. When you press the “I’m not a robot” button and the message appears "you are doing this too much, 

try again in X minutes" then just press “New Identity” and start from the beginning. Possibly this IP address 

has been used recently, and that’s why it’s showing such an error. 

 

It takes about a minute to create an account.  

 

TIP! I suggest you keep an excel with all your usernames. It’s good to have the accounts at least 7 days old, 

because some subreddits will automatically remove your posts, because of the young age of the account.  
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Reddit 

Most of you who are reading this guide probably use or have heard of Reddit. The most important part of 

Reddit is its sharing aspect. If users didn’t share links, photos, stories, and other info with each other, there 

wouldn’t be a Reddit to begin with. Think of it like a huge forum with thousands of categories, where users 

can share anything they like. Upvoting and downvoting is how Reddit democracy works; If you like a post 

you upvote it, if you don’t like it you downvote it. The more upvotes you have, the more people may see 

your post. The same applies to comments which can be upvoted/downvoted. The good stuff rises to the 

front page, the bad stuff… doesn’t. 

 

It’s pretty simple, and you don’t need any following to get your post seen. You can get a Top voted post 

with a brand-new account easily. 

 

According to Wikipedia Reddit is the 6th largest website in the world based by Alexa rank (based on a 

combined measure of page views and unique site users). 

 

Reddit consists of thousands of small communities called “subreddits”. Subreddits are communities 

centered around a particular topic, and they run from rather broad (like the r/history subreddit, 13.3M 

subscribers) to small niche, like the subreddit for Resident Evil players (39K subscribers). You can find a 

subreddit dedicated to almost any topic you’re interested in. There is no such thing as a topic too narrow 

or specialized to form a subreddit around. At the time of writing, there are 1,209,754 subreddits (stats 

from January 2018) according to RedditMetrics. And it’s rising all the time. Not all of these will be of 

interest, of course, but plenty will. Basically, if you can think of a topic, there will be a subreddit for it, no 

matter how obscure. 

 

For all the popular subreddits and even the less popular ones you can check out RedditList.com. It has a list 

of 5000 of the largest subreddits. 

Things you should know about Reddit. 

Reddit doesn’t like spam (who does right?). That’s why the posts have to bring value or need to not look 

like adverts.  

Let me spoon-feed you. Here are few examples of posts that are always highly upvoted: 

 [Product] is now 50% off 

 [Game] on [game system] is 25% off 

 [TV show] on Blu-ray is 50% off 

 [Product] is on sale for $25/-50% 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_most_popular_websites
https://www.reddit.com/r/history/
https://www.reddit.com/r/residentevil/
http://redditmetrics.com/history/month
http://redditlist.com/
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 [Product] is up for preorders at [store name] 

 [Product] is up for preorders and will be released on [date] 

Examples of few of my real posts: 
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ATTENTION! If you spam too much with an account, you might get banned. Reddit very rarely Bans users in 

a way that a user knows that he’s been banned when he logins. Most of the time Reddit just “Shadow-

bans” users. It means that an account can post stuff and comment, but no one will see the posts or 

comments except the user itself. That’s why you need to check if you are “Shadow-banned” before you log 

in an account (if you have previously used it). 

You can see if you are shadow-banned by checking your user URL.  reddit.com/user/USERNAME 

If you are shadow-banned then dump the username and move on to the next user. 

Here’s an unbanned (normal) user page. 
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Here’s what shadow-banned user page looks like. 

 

Commenting on Reddit 

You can make money through commenting on Reddit. I’ll show you an example with pictures (because 

pictures say more than a thousand words). 

Let’s say you want to promote a Swingers website. There’s a search bar on reddit. Use it to look for 

“Swingers”. 
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You now need to refine the search results. Choose “Links from past 24 hours”. 

 

Then looks for posts, that are asking for advice about swingers. I found this simple post, where user 

biggyv4224 asks for swinging groups in Oahu.  

 

I would then go and reply to the biggyv4224 something like this: You should check out [Website name (with 

link)]. I’m sure you’ll find partners there. 
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And that is it. Once you’ve received 1 upvote for your comments, then you can comment without waiting 

10 minutes before next comment. This brings me to the next vital section: Upvotes. 

Upvoting your own posts 

Many people on the web talk that it’s impossible to upvote yourself, because of the Reddit algorithm, IP 

address and that direct upvotes don’t count. Well guess what? Those people don’t know shit. Here’s where 

Tor Browser comes in play and my Know-How. Since you’ve already made bunch of accounts with Tor 

Browser, now you can make them work for you.  

With each upvote that you are going to give to the post, you must change IP address with Tor Browser 

(explained earlier in the guide). These upvotes count, but only if you do it the right way.  

How the votes WON’T count: 

 By going to the user page and upvoting all the posts. 

 By going to the direct link of the post and upvoting it 

Here’s how the upvotes WILL count: 

 By going to the subreddit where the post has been made. Link example: 

reddit.com/r/SUBREDDIT/new 

By upvoting posts through this link your upvotes will count. 

I suggest give each post ~5-7 upvotes. It is more than enough to gain traction and make your post appear 

as HOT on the subreddit. When I started posting on Reddit I didn’t upvote myself entirely. I only started it 

doing 10 months later. If the content is good, the upvotes will come from other users. 

If you wish you can upvote more but be wary that Reddit may catch these upvote accounts if they see a 

pattern, and all the accounts will get banned altogether. Less than 10 upvotes from your accounts are safe 

way of up 

Upvoting your own comments 

Since you’ve already made bunch of accounts with Tor Browser, now you can make them work for you.  

With each upvote that you are going to give to the comment, you must change IP address with Tor 

Browser (explained earlier in the guide).  

Here’s how you do it:  

1) Make a comment from “Account #1” (use Tor Browser) 

2) Copy the link of the post where you left the comment 
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3) Press “New Identity” in the Tor Browser 

4) Paste the link in the link bar and go to the link 

5) Log in with “Account #2”, find the comment and upvote it.  

6) Repeat steps 3-5 with as many accounts as you wish. 

TIPS! 

!!! Once you get at least +1 comment karma from another Redditor, you will be able to post comments 

without waiting for 10 minutes to post the next comment. You can circumvent this by upvoting yourself 

from another account. 

!!! For better results I suggest give each comment ~5-10 upvotes. It is enough to gain traction and gives 

your comment more visibility. (Keep in mind that the results that I provided in this guide was achieved 

without upvoting my own comments. This is an extra step I’ve added for better results.) 

!!! I highly suggest that the accounts which you are going to use for upvoting have at least 1 post on 

Reddit, that has at least 2 karma (upvotes). That way the upvotes will surely count and won’t 

dissapearvoting. You can do more, but don’t do the rest in the first hour. 

How to Start implementing this Method. 

For better results this is what I suggest you should do. 

1) Make a Twitter account. Add profile image & header image that reflects your niche.  

2) Apply to affiliate networks if you haven’t got an account already. 

3) Make 50 Reddit accounts with Tor Browser. 

4) Age Reddit accounts 7 days (because there are many subreddits that don’t accept posts from entirely 

new users to reduce spam) 

5) While aging accounts, you can work improve them by getting your first karma (see next headline – How 

to get Karma fast). If you have karma on your account then you won’t be needed to prove that you are not 

a robot by doing the robot check. Also some subreddits ask for at least 10 karma to post (it’s very rare and 

mostly on the really large subreddits). 

6) When the 7 days have passed, start posting on Reddit. I usually use 5 accounts at a time. I do that to 

save time. With one account you can post only once every 10 minutes. With 5 accounts I can make 5 posts 

every 10 minutes. It’s a big difference if you don’t like to waste time. The second reason why you should 

use more accounts at once by linking to the same twitter account is if Reddit mods ban your Twitter link 
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from Reddit, they may also ban all the accounts that have linked to it. So, if you would use 50 accounts 

simultaneously for posting links to the same Twitter, they may get shadowbanned altogether.  

7) At the beginning of this journey I suggest you make an Excel table with subreddits that you have posted 

on and keep a record of how the post performed there. That way you’ll learn which subreddits are good for 

posting and which ones aren’t. I used this excel for about 2 months, and then I stopped using it, because I 

was already familiar with all the subreddits and I knew from top of my head what works and what doesn’t. 

Excel table example: 

 

ATTENTION! Don’t get discouraged if you post a few posts and they don’t show up or you are not getting 

immediate results. Probably you did something wrong, or you chose the wrong subreddit to promote. All 

my readers who have contacted me saying that this doesn’t work have made some very big mistakes and 

that’s why it didn’t work in the first place. After walking them through what they did wrong and what 

should they improve they got instant results. 

The more you’ll post, the more you’ll understand what works and what doesn’t! 
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TIP! If you want to promote for an Example this Game of Thrones Book 

set.  

I would promote it on different subreddits. I would search for “Game of 

Thrones” and “Books” and see which subreddits would fit for it. 

These are the subreddits where I would promote this Book set: 

 https://www.reddit.com/r/gameofthrones 

 https://www.reddit.com/r/asoiaf 

 https://www.reddit.com/r/freefolk 

 https://www.reddit.com/r/Fantasy 

Downvoting “Bad” comments 

Once in a while there will be some internet hero, who think’s he’s the Sheriff of the internet, who will 

comment on your posts saying: “Nice try spammer” or “Nice affiliate link”. What can you do?  

You downvote him into oblivion, so that his post stays hidden or gets deleted automatically by mods. How 

to do that? The same way as you upvote your posts. With different accounts from different IP’s you will 

downvote him and “report” the comment for spam or abuse. Once you’ve done this from 5-7 accounts the 

post will get automatically removed by Reddit. If it’s not removed, it will stay hidden once it gets minus 5 

karma. 

How to get Karma Fast. 

For new accounts you may want to get your first Karma. If you have karma on your account then you won’t 

be needed to prove that you are not a robot by doing the robot check. Also, some subreddits ask for at 

least 10 karma to post (it’s very rare and mostly on the really large subreddits). And it gives your account 

some credibility (although it doesn’t matter much).  

1) Go to the World Politics subreddit called r/worldpolitics – Here’s the link: 

https://www.reddit.com/r/worldpolitics/ 

2) Go to Google.com 

1. Search for “Donald Trump”. 

2. Click on “News” 

3. Click on “Tools” 

4. Click on “Recent” 

5. Choose “Past hour” 

https://www.reddit.com/r/gameofthrones
https://www.reddit.com/r/asoiaf
https://www.reddit.com/r/freefolk
https://www.reddit.com/r/Fantasy
https://www.reddit.com/r/worldpolitics/
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3) Here you must choose any article that is about Donald Trump from a reputable source like Washington 

Post, BBC, CNN & others. 

4) Post the link to the article on r/worldpolitics subreddit 

5) You’ll get many upvotes for posting anything Donald Trump related 

6) Repeat this for all the accounts from different IP’s (use Tor Browser) 

This works so well because r/worldpolitics has over 500K subscribers and there are thousands of users 

online at any second which will upvote anything regarding The President.  

Bonus method:  

If you don’t want to post a link to Twitter by any means, here’s what you can do. 

1. Use URL shorteners. Yes, most of the URL shorteners on Reddit are banned. It means that if you 

post a link to URL shortener your post won’t show up. But, I did find a way to bypass this. Not all 

URL shorteners are banned. There are so many similar services around the world, you just have to 

find them. I like to use Google Translate. Write “URL shortener” in the translator and choose any 

https://www.reddit.com/r/worldpolitics/
https://www.reddit.com/r/worldpolitics/
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language that is not so common. Then copy the translated text in Google. Look for URL shorteners 

from that specific country. You won’t believe how many actually work on Reddit, just because they 

are not known. I’ve used many URL shorteners on Reddit from different countries like Finland, 

Slovenia, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Sweden, Estonia and many more.  

2. Set up your own URL shortener. Guide No 1 & Guide No 2 

3. Buy your own domains from NameCheap.com for $0.88 and redirect anything from these cheap 

domains. If your domain gets banned on Reddit, just get another one.  

 

How I made $149.70 with Reddit marketing for 20 minutes work. A small case 

study. 

Lately I’ve been trying to get into the dropshipping business with Shopify stores. And since I’m good with 

Reddit, I thought why not try and promote something on Reddit that I am selling in one of my stores. And 

that’s what I did. I made two identical posts on Reddit. It was a video of an iPhone case that looks like a 

Game Boy. This post didn’t link to my shop, it was just to start the traction and bring the upvotes. Next 

with another account I made a comment: “Source? I need one!”. Which lead to a reply that I made with 

the third account replying a Link to my Shopify store. 

The first post was on subreddit named r/INEEEEDIT. It’s a subreddit for all the cool things you would want 

to buy. This post received 47 upvotes and 11 comments. This subreddit has a total of 339K followers. 

https://zcs.zyniker.org/tutorial/use-wordpress-as-a-custom-url-shortener/
https://premium.wpmudev.org/blog/wordpress-link-shorten-url/
https://www.namecheap.com/
https://www.reddit.com/r/INEEEEDIT/
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The other post was on subreddit named r/gifs. This subreddit is all about funny/interesting gifs. This post 

received 131 upvotes and 28 comments. This subreddit has a total of 15.9M followers. 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/gifs/
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So, what are the results of all this? In 24 hours I got 6 sales, that generated me revenue of $149.70, and I 

got a total of 688 visitors only from Reddit. Many of whom signed up for my stores newsletter. All this was 

done by a simple comment in the post. Imagine what traffic I would’ve gotten if I got them directly to my 

store with the main post? I can tell you - tens of thousands. If you got time to put in for work, you can 

literally make thousands of dollars a month, just by leveraging Reddit traffic. 

It’s a pity that the post on subreddit r/gifs didn’t go viral. If it would the traffic would be x10. The good 

thing is that you can always try again with different video/gif/picture/title etc. There are many variables. 

Even the time of the day is important when to post on Reddit. Since majority of Reddit users are from USA, 

you should always post when they are awake, to get the best out of it.  
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Stats of my Shopify store on the day I made the posts: 

 

So, you see how easy it is to generate traffic with Reddit. With this method it is possible to promote: 

 Affiliate offers 

 Blogs, articles 

 Shopify stores 

 Social media accounts 

 and many more 

How can I improve the results of this campaign? You can always link to your website right in the post. By 

directly linking to your website the traffic can go through the roof. Often times the hosting of the small 

sites can’t take it and the websites go down because of the overload. But be careful! Reddit doesn’t like 

SPAM. If the community will have suspicions that it is a promotion, you will get downvoted in to the 

oblivion, and you won’t get any results. Also, don’t over-spam Reddit with your links. Reddit may ban your 

website, so that whenever someone links to it whether in posts or comments, that post/comment won’t 

be seen by anyone. You have to be SMART to promote on Reddit.  

All in all, there are many ways and tricks on how to promote on Reddit. It all depends on what you are 

promoting. Short-term success is easy on Reddit, long-term success is hard. That’s why you have to know 

what you are doing and have a method. From the day I started promoting on Reddit there hasn’t been a 

day since without any sales. NONE. 
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Let that thought sink in to your brain. Reddit is a traffic power machine, and with the right mindset you can 

achieve anything! The best part about promoting on Reddit? It’s FREE. 

Extra Story time. How I made $3681 in 42 days by thinking out of the box. 

This is a real example of how to generate good amount of money in short time by thinking out of the box. 

You can apply this method with almost any affiliate offer, you just need to tweak it for your needs.  

There’s an Online Course website called Udemy. They give 20% commissions for every course sold. The 

appeal to this website is that they sell every course for ~$10-$12 and advertise them as on sale for 89% to 

94% off (their actual price shows up to $200, which is not true). So how did I take an advantage of this 

constant sale? Since I’m a “deal” guys and I post deals, I took these fake deals and posted them on Reddit 

as actual deals to save money with the post titles like: “Course X is now 94% off”. For example course “How 

to learn Java programming” I posted on subreddits related to “Java”, and so on. I could post every course 

to a very niche specific subreddit. 

I started posting Udemy deals on January 3rd, 2018 and on February 13th I received an email from Udemy 

staff, that they have received complaints about how I promote their courses and asked me to stop 

promoting them on Reddit. Here’s a screenshot of my commissions:  

 

Here’s the email I received from them:  

https://www.udemy.com/
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I had to stop promoting Udemy courses on Reddit. But the good part? They didn’t ban me, and they only 

warned me. Thanks to this I received my money in two payments. All in all it was a success. 
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What can you learn from all this success/failure story? Think out of the box! You can earn massive 

amounts of commissions if you do everything properly. This is just one affiliate program. Think of what you 

can achieve with more.  

Closing words 

Now that you have this know-how on how to cheat Reddit and gain massive traffic, you can use this in 

many other ways, not just by promoting deals. 

By knowing how Reddit works you can now: 

 Get massive traffic to your websites, Shopify stores, social media, blogs etc. 

 Offer Reddit upvote services. 

 Bring traffic to your Affiliate, CPA, PPC, PPV campaigns. 

 Build a network of Reddit stealth accounts that seem like normal users, but actually are owned by 

one person. This way you can influence others by posts, commenting, upvoting. 

 Google Adsense loves Reddit due to its premium traffic (majority users are from UK, USA and 

Canada) and low bounce rate. So, you can take help from Adsense to promote your websites. 

All in all, there are many ways and tricks on how to promote on Reddit. It all depends on what you are 

promoting. Short-term success is easy on Reddit, long-term success is hard. That’s why you have to know 

what you are doing and have a method. From the day I started promoting on Reddit there hasn’t been a 

day since without any sales. NONE. 

Let that thought sink in to your brain. Reddit is a traffic power machine, and with the right mindset you can 

achieve anything! The best part about promoting on Reddit? It’s FREE. 
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SEO 

If you are into SEO, you should check out my creation – the Rankd SEO backlink and guest post database. It 

has more than 450+ step-by-step guides on how to create backlinks on high-authority websites, and a list 

of more than 1400+ websites that accept guest posts. 

Check it out and if you feel like it’s something you might like, then here’s a 10% discount coupon. 

 

Go to Rankd SEO and use coupon code MRWEB for any subscription plan! 

 

I also run an Online marketing blog called the Mr. Web Capitalist where I post long case studies. Be sure to 

check it out! 

Here’s one of my favorite articles: [Case study] How I made $4300+ in 4 months with Youtube and Amazon. 

Good luck on your Reddit journey! 

Work with me! 

If you think you have an interesting product or method, but you don’t know how to launch the product 

successfully without a partner then be sure to email me with a subject “Partnership” to my email 

martin@mrwebcapitalist.com!  

Write about your idea of partnership and I’ll see if we can work something out. 

I’ll answer to each and every one of you! 

Let’s make some money together! 

Best regards, 

Martin 

https://rankdseo.com/
https://rankdseo.com/
https://mrwebcapitalist.com/
https://mrwebcapitalist.com/case-study-how-i-made-4300-in-4-months-with-youtube-and-amazon/
mailto:martin@mrwebcapitalist.com
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